
“Working with Amplience 
has enabled us to 
seamlessly transfer the 
Saks brand to digital 
channels, without 
compromising quality or 
originality.”

Jordan Lustig
Vice President of Digital
Product Management
at Saks Fifth Avenue

Key Business Benefits

• Built first interactive, 
shoppable, online magalog 
in just three weeks

• Increased merchandising 
reach and frequency of 
magalog releases

• Integrated rich editorial 
content into the commerce 
journey

• Optimized for every mobile, 
tablet and desktop screen

The Saks Fifth Avenue brand was born in 1924, when doors first opened at its flagship 5th Avenue 
location. Today the brand is renowned for excellent service, and for selling the best of European and 
American designers throughout its 39 stores. 

The Evolution of the Magalog

The Saks Fifth Avenue print magalog has long been an important touch point for fashion-conscious 
shoppers. Showcasing seasonal trends, hot designers and Saks’ much anticipated collections, the 
magalog delivers an effective marriage of content and commerce: hundreds of pages of high quality 
editorialized content combined with the traditional curated fashion offerings expected of the brand.  

As the fashion world has evolved, so too has the Saks magalog. The Spring 2015 magalog was the 
largest in Saks’ 90-year history, and with the rise of digital channels and the proliferation of mobile 
devices, Saks knew the content needed to reflect the new 21st century customer journey.

Saks’ Vice President of Digital Product Management, Jordan Lustig, recognized that the time 
was right to bring the magalog into the digital age. “The digital storefront has proven to be a large 
extension of the total purchase path of our customers, and they expect a consistent experience 
across all channels,” said Lustig. “With this in mind, it was necessary to bring all of our content onto 
our ecommerce channel, including our highly curated magalog.”  

Adapting such a large print production to a digital format is no easy task. The challenge meant 
efficiently reallocating resources to capture the essence of the magalog in its digital form and 
maximizing its value by adding interactive and shoppable elements. Saks also wanted to enable 
its merchandisers to create and transfer their print catalogs to the web in the form of shoppable 
experiences. Another goal was to greatly increase the number of magalogs released per year, which 
introduced an additional layer of challenges.

To achieve these goals, the brand turned to Amplience to support its content production 
needs. However, the size of Saks’ magalog pages presented some challenges. Existing content 
management tools came with certain functionality restrictions that meant critical processes were 
more laborious than necessary. Addressing Saks’ needs would be costly and challenging using 
traditional digital design tools and workflows.

Simplified Workflow

To address this challenge, Amplience presented Saks with a new option: the ability to write the 
magalog content schema in Amplience’s new Content Authoring Solution. Taking this approach 
would enable Saks to produce numerous different magalogs using a single unified Big Content 
Cloud.
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Amplience created a workflow that used the same master content 
base and only required two elements from Saks on a monthly basis: 
the actual magalog pages, which are delivered via a single PDF for 
each magalog, and the product data, a single data file that associates 
specific product SKUs to specific magalog pages.

Relying on digital asset management for the data opened up the 
possibility of building any functionality that Saks wanted. The only 
constraints were those of the webpage and the data that the client was 
willing to create each month. This approach allowed for seamless data 
input and publishing, with a completely customized and original result 
each time. The final product matches Saks’ creative and functional 
choices without the constraints of a pure content management tool.

Create Once, Publish Everywhere 

Using Amplience’s Content Authoring Solution saved Saks huge 
amounts of time. The rendering kit in the tool controls the presentation 
of content on the page, so Saks can essentially write content within 
the Amplience system, dictate its appearance, publish it and tell it how 
to behave when it hits the front page. The Content Authoring Solution 
operates as a “create once, publish everywhere” system. So once the 
initial content template is created, it can be automatically updated and 
adapted for any channel – desktop, mobile or in-store iPad – without 
additional time or resource investment.

By unifying Saks’ digital assets in a single library and providing a 
flexible, easy to use content authoring tool, Amplience enabled Saks to 
build its first interactive, shoppable, online magalog in just three weeks 
– a time frame that included quality assurance and testing – and have 
a content template in place to facilitate the production of subsequent 
editions.

The magalog included 240 digital pages that enabled customers 
to uncover additional product detail with the click of a mouse, add 
products to their online shopping carts and buy online, without 
ever leaving the magalog page. Saks was able to realize this rapid 
turnaround while maintaining a highly branded experience – the 
platform makes it easy to re-use existing content assets and create 
custom, branded experiences quickly. In addition to enhancing the 
ecommerce shopping experience, Saks’ digital magalog also supports 
the shift in today’s shopping patterns, in which customers often prefer 
to research items online before purchasing offline. 

The interactive magalog enables Saks’ customers to do just that, 
equipping them with the knowledge and confidence they need to make 
informed purchases, both online and in-store. 

Reaping the Benefits

The Amplience Content Authoring Solution has also enabled Saks 
to significantly increase the frequency of digital magalog releases, 
thanks to a streamlined, cost-effective content production workflow 
that enables the retailer to create one content template that can be 
seamlessly updated and repurposed.

Today’s consumers interact with brands on both mobile and desktop 
devices, and the ability to use one template to drive both experiences 
without having to recreate content saves a tremendous amount of 
time and resources. 

Plans are currently in place to release around 30 magalogs annually, a 
big uplift compared to the four annual print catalogs Saks traditionally 
produces.

This increase in frequency has a number of benefits.  It further 
increases Saks’ merchandising reach, and because Amplience makes 
content reuse simple and easy, it massively increases the overall 
ROI on Saks’ investment in digital content assets. Indeed, the digital, 
shoppable format enables Saks to look more closely at return on 
content investment.  It can track usage, interactions with specific 
content and sales metrics directly from the digital magalog – a level of 
granular feedback that printed materials simply cannot deliver.

The impact of the digital magalog has not been limited to online - it 
has also been put to work in Saks’ brick-and-mortar locations. Sales 
associates with access to the magalog on iPads can better help 
customers with in-store purchasing, as well as ordering online when 
items are not available in-store. The digital magalog also empowers 
consumers to interact with Saks in the way most suited to their needs. 
For many, this means investigating products on mobile devices or 
online at home before making purchasing decisions. The interactive 
features of the digital magalog enable users to glean deep insight 
into offerings, equipping them with the knowledge needed to buy in 
whatever manner they choose.  

Lustig concluded: “Our interactive magalogs represent an exciting new 
way for customers to connect with the Saks brand they’ve trusted for 
years. Working with Amplience has enabled us to seamlessly transfer 
the Saks brand to digital channels, without compromising quality or 
originality.”

ABOUT AMPLIENCE
The Amplience Big Content Cloud delivers rich content production, analytics and publishing capabilities API first, on a single multi-tenanted cloud platform that is backed by 
unparalleled 99.99% uptime SLAs. Working with an experienced Customer Success and Solutions team and detailed Big Content Index benchmarking enables more than 200 
of the world’s leading brands to realise measurable content performance improvement.


